EARTHWAYS

Spring 2022

President’s Address – Spring Happenings
Mary Martin, LWI President
The weather this spring has been variable, influencing the length of time that spring wildflowers and tree
blossoms lasted. The arrival of birds during migration was also affected by the weather. Lambton Wildlife bird
Sept an interesting variety of bird species, but fewer numbers of each species were found when
walks in May found
compared to past years. Interesting birds, such as the extraordinary Marsh Sandpiper put the Thedford area on
the map for birding enthusiasts. The Marsh Sandpiper is a small wader that breeds from easternmost Europe
to the Russian Far East. Over 1500 birders came from across Canada and the U.S. to view this amazing rarity,
right here in Lambton County!
Lambton Wildlife started off the month of May with the
50th year of Mandaumin Woods. (Story and photos on
page 4). On May 14th, LWI volunteers joined members
from the Bird Friendly City team, Friends of Canatara and
the Raptor Rehabilitation Centre for World Migratory Bird
Day in Canatara Park. Three walks were offered that day
to LWI members as well as the interested public: Lambton
County Heritage Forest in Port Franks, Canatara Park in
Sarnia, and a private tour along a portion of Hickory
Creek, north of Forest. Acknowledging Migratory Bird Day
was a requirement for Sarnia's Bird Friendly Cities
designation. Our Bird Friendly Cities team is working hard to
achieve official designation.

Hickory Creek Bird Tour near Forest

A bird count occurred at the Sydenham River Nature Reserve on June 2nd, conducted by stewards from LWI
and Sydenham Field Naturalists. An Odonata survey is planned for later in June.
Graduate Students from McGill have included the Wild
Lupine plants at the Karner Blue Butterfly Sanctuary in
their studies. The new forest planting in Wiltshire Park,
organized by Climate Action Sarnia Lambton, has been
completed with financial support from Lambton Wildlife.

Wood Duck, Drake

The first hybrid Board meeting took place in May with
some Board Members attending online and some
attending in person. Technical issues arose that will be
addressed before the next board meeting in September.
Lambton Wildlife activities have continued throughout
the spring and as Covid protocols continue to relax, I
encourage you to join in the Lambton Wildlife outdoor
summer activities.
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Signing up for Outdoor Events in 2022:

.

Be sure to check your email for information on our Outdoor Events! Continuing in 2022,
registration for LWI Outdoor Events will be through Eventbrite. This free service allows us to
monitor the number of participants for each event when requested by a leader or as dictated
by current Covid protocols. E-mail information will be sent within 2 weeks of each event.
Select the link in the email and follow the instructions. If you are unable to attend after
registering, please cancel your reservations so others may have the opportunity to join.

Scarlet Tanager

Polyphemus Moth

Golden-backed Snipe Flies

Lambton Wildlife Webinars
Bird Friendly Cities. February 28, 2022
Autumn Jordan, Bird Friendly City
Organizer; John Cooke, Long-time
Sarnia Resident and Volunteer:
Urban areas are dangerous for
birds. Bird collisions with windows,
roaming cats, pesticide use,
climate change and loss of habitat
are all factors that have contributed
to the global decline in bird
populations. In North America, we
have lost nearly 3 billion birds in
the past 50 years. Through
Outreach and Education, Nature
Canada is providing support,
resources, small grants, and
strategy development to cities
interested in becoming bird
friendly. Bird Friendly organizers envision cities and towns that are safe places for birds, where key threats are
effectively mitigated, and nature is restored.
Nature Canada is aiming to certify 30 eligible cities by World Migratory Bird Day, May 14, 2022. The benefits of
participation go beyond birds. It is a badge of community pride in showing we are making efforts! Ecotourism,
bird watching, and health benefits are just some of the intrinsic benefits.
Thanks to an eleven-member committee, Sarnia has begun the process of becoming Bird Friendly! The team
was formed following a resolution from LWI to support such a committee. They have reviewed the certification
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criteria, identified potential partners groups, created a blog, and launched a Facebook group. As a starting
point, the committee hopes to secure Bird Friendly City Entry Level Certification by May. If that target can’t be
reached, they will continue until the work is completed.

Natural History 2.0: Intersections of Science, Social-Media, and
Insects, Dr. Morgan Jackson, March 28, 2022
Dr. Jackson is a Biodiversity Scientist who appreciates the work LWI has done to preserve land! He was born
and raised in Lambton County. He has always been interested in animals, and after learning that he could get
a job working with insects, he studied Entomology at the University of Guelph. During a field course in Virginia,
he became enamored with flies (Diptera) under the tutelage of Dr. Henry Stockwell, an expert in the field. An
entire safari opened-up beneath his feet. In Dr. Jackson’s words, “Flies are the best order of any insect, way
better than birds, plants, etc.”
He is fascinated with the intersection of science, social media, and insects! Although scientists enjoy being in
the field, it is difficult finding the time to get outside. Sitting at the computer, scanning photos posted on various
social media sites, saves a great deal of time and energy.

iNaturalist Observations by citizen scientists

FLICKR was the first platform noticed by a scientist who
viewed an uploaded species in a geographic location
where the insect was previously unknown to exist. Posts
on Instagram and twitter also became useful when the
right person saw it at the right time and realized a new
species had been discovered!
In 2020, 91% of Canadians had a smartphone. It
provided a new national connection between the
computer and the outside world. More people are using
tools in the environment to identify species and the
internet has enabled us to connect!

iNaturalist is a social network intended to connect
naturalists and to share knowledge. The platform can
assist citizen scientists in identifying their discoveries. It
is also a source of data for scientists. Back in 2017, Dr.
Morgan was teaching an introductory entomology
course. One of the students in his class uploaded a
photo of a European Fire Bug from her Toronto backyard. It was the first discovery in Canada of that species. It
dines on Rose of Sharon and there is some concern that it may start feasting on Swamp Rose-mallow, which
is an endangered species. Now that we know this insect is in Ontario, it will allow others to be on the look out
for the species. He shared a few world-wide examples of new species being discovered thanks to social
media. Amateur naturalists can assist in keeping track of their range and natural history. Those of us in Sarnia
are familiar with a local story about “The Bug Girl!” When young Sophia was being bullied at school by some
grade 1 classmates over her love of bugs, her Mom contacted the Entomology Society of Canada hoping its
members might provide some encouragement. Dr. Morgan was a society member and doctoral student at the
time at the University of Guelph. He reached out to her and asked for permission to share Sophia’s story on
Twitter. He then wrote an academic article, co-authored by Sophia, about the impact of that Twitter post! It was
published by the Annals of the Entomological Society of America in 2017. The media attention eventually led
to the publication of her true story picture book!
It was exciting to hear about Dr. Morgan’s work and to learn that our contributions as Citizen Scientists to
social media platforms such as iNaturalist, Twitter and Instagram are truly having an impact in the scientific
community!
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Mandaumin Woods Nature Reserve 50th Celebration:
Photo Credits: Tricia McLellan-Dath
On May 1, Lambton Wildlife Inc. celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the purchase of Mandaumin Woods Nature
Reserve. Roberta Buchanan, property manager for the reserve, welcomed more than 75 people to the
celebration and introduced Gerry Clements, one of the founding members of Lambton Wildlife. Gerry spoke
about the purchase of the property and the importance of preserving natural spaces in Lambton County.
Mandaumin Woods Nature Reserve is a beautiful Carolinian forest and is home to an impressive array of
species that helps to support biodiversity in Lambton County. Four expert naturalists took groups along the
reserve’s trail to look at wildflowers, trees, and birds. A commemorative sugar maple tree, donated by
Degroots Nursery, was planted and each attendee took home a native plant as part of the celebration.
Thank you to all the volunteers who made this such a special occasion!
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2022 Award Winners!
Meritorious Service Award:
Roberta Buchanan.
For her significant volunteer stewardship of the
local environment and contributions to
Lambton Wildlife operations and activities.
Some of her accomplishments include:
•Travels up to 1,000 km annually for LWI
stewardship activities.
•In 2013 became Property Manager of
Mandaumin Woods Nature Reserve.
•Steward of Sydenham River Nature Reserve.
•Raised money for Lambton Wildlife through
environmental games at Northern Highschool
•Key organizer for LWI’s 50th anniversary in
2016

Environmental Award:
Lynn Tremain.
For her work in educating the public about
plastics in the environment and for her
significant cleanup efforts.
•What started as a month-long beach
cleanup pledge in April 2021 has become
a year of education and activism.
•Collected nearly 700 mylar balloons along
15 km of beach

•Promoting current e-3730 petition in
Canada’s House of Commons to ban
the release of balloons in Canada.

Mottled Duskywing Update,
by Tanya Berkers
Several years ago, LWI made the decision to support
Jessica Linton's work to reintroduce the Mottled
Duskywing Butterfly to parts of its previous range,
including Pinery Provincial Park. After much preparation,
the first individuals were released in Pinery in 2021, and
over the last few days, it has been confirmed that
several individuals survived the winter and are again
flying on the shores of Lake Huron!
There is a team of researchers continuing their work in
Pinery and several other sites where more
reintroductions are planned. Our contributions are
actively putting pieces of rare Ontario prairie sites back
where they belong.
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Sydenham River Nature Reserve Expansion Property Tour, by Tanya Berkers
On May 15, Ontario Nature invited Lambton Wildlife, Sydenham Field Naturalists, and other donors to tour the
new property. It was a beautiful day, and the property was filled with birds, butterflies, and blooming bluebells.
A large portion of farm field had recently been sown with tallgrass prairie plants, and frogs were already
breeding in the recently excavated ephemeral pools.
In her speech, LWI President Mary Martin acknowledged the many contributions made by Ontario Nature and
many volunteers to make the purchase possible. LWI members and donors contributed nearly $80,000, which
has all gone towards protecting another piece of Carolinian habitat.
LWI volunteers will continue to monitor flora and fauna at the site. Stay tuned for additional restoration events
planned for this fall.

Sydenham River Nature Reserve

Bluebells in the woods!

Archive News, by Mary Martin
Lambton Wildlife maintains archival documents of the
club’s history extending back to the formation of the club in
1966. In recent years, these documents have had to be
relocated. When 100 Christina Street closed, we had to
remove nine banker boxes of LWI information from storage
in that building. Our last archivist, Dick Wilson, passed
away and that collection of material needed a new home.
Fortunately, our third known stash did not need moving.
Mary Martin became the new archivist and after viewing the
extensive volume of material, it became difficult to
distinguish between “archive” and “hoard.” The need to
reduce the amount of stored paper was evident!
Early this year, mainly through the efforts of our president,
Tanya Berkers, Lambton Wildlife was able to secure a
grant to partially pay for the writing of a new management
plan for the Karner Blue Sanctuary. We needed the old
plans! While multiple copies of the 1994 plan were located,
the rumored update from 2001 was missing. On a Sunday
in March, Tanya Berkers, Craig Potter (treasurer) and Mary
Martin (president elect) met for an afternoon to examine the collected
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documents, find the missing management plan and reduce the
amount of paper that had been accumulated.
It was a daunting task! We kept bound copies of Earthways
from 1966 to 2007. We kept scrapbooks, pictures, awards LWI
has won, and an amazing collection of newspaper clippings
(some laminated). The early records have all club
correspondence organized in books by decade. We have a
copy of each of the brochures, books, and promotional material
produced by Lambton Wildlife. Copies of the important
documents stored in the safety deposit box such as our letter
of corporation, are also in the archive. Past financial
summaries are stored. There are two banker boxes containing
a significant type of document: historical inventories of plants,
birds, and insects. Another box contains historical birding
reports and has been optimistically labeled “upload to eBird.”
What did we eliminate? We removed duplicates. It was
common to find 10 to 50 of the same item (although the record
was 112 copies of a booklet from 2010). We removed all
publications by other organizations. Documents like Provincial
Park Planning in Ontario (FON 1997) and the Volunteer
Management Handbook of the Rideau Waterway Land Trust
(2004) are no longer in our archive. We removed anything we
felt was extraneous. For example, one scrapbook box was
incredibly heavy. Surprisingly it contained not just scrapbooks but also a 1” stack of 14 x 17” paper –
completely BLANK as well as a random rectangle of MDF.
Somewhere around 1990, club members began to keep printed copies of emails – apparently ALL the emails
mentioning some aspect of LWI. Some were organized by subject matter but often material was randomly
placed or in a folder labeled “Misc.”, “to be filed”, or my favourite, “LWI”. Much of this unrelated material has
been recycled. Some material was meticulously organized. A file in the fundraising collection was marked
“unresolved.” It contained copies of all the letters sent in the early 1990s to organizations who had not
replied. A sample letter began with the sentence, “You have ignored
my previous letters but…” A companion file contained all the rejection
letters from organizations who declined to donate. It was felt that this
type of information was not important to the history of Lambton
Wildlife (although it did illustrate the tenacity of previous volunteers).
Some reading caused discussion such as the statement from an
earlier era, “Oil spills in oceans do not cause any harm.” The most
curious item was an electronic Owl, used for a mysterious purpose,
unfortunately stored with batteries that have long since corroded the
homemade wiring.
Today most records are kept in electronic form. Our challenge is still
to keep our important documents stored and backed up in an
organized fashion, but not necessarily on paper. After 20+ hours of
volunteer time, our archive has been condensed. In the second last
box, days after the “archive event”, the missing management plan
update from 2001 was located. That leaves one box left to finish the
job…
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Congratulations to Kiran Prasad and Arushi Rawat who won the 2022 Senior
Lambton Wildlife Natural Environment Award for their project, SeaQuester: A
Novel Approach to Increasing the Carbon Dioxide Absorption and
Alkalinity of the Ocean. They moved on to the Canada Wide Science Fair in
May! Thank you to Roberta Buchanan for her efforts as coordinator of the
Lambton Wildlife Inc. Science Fair prizes and her role in judging the Science
Fair each year!

Congratulations also to Ellen Sawyer, an LCCVI (Petrolia)
student who was the LKDSB recipient of LWI’s bursary. We
wish her all the best in her studies!

Save a Tree and our costs! Please consider switching to on-line Earthways distribution to
reduce the amount of paper we are using. Help us go paperless! Become an LWI member
online and opt to receive your newsletter by email!

Call for Submissions:
Lambton Wildlife hopes Earthways and eEarthways will be a place of sharing and
collaboration for our membership. If you have ideas for submissions, member
observations, or requests for topics to be covered, please contact us!
Earthways Editor ~ Sharon Nethercott ~ nethercottsharon2@gmail.com ~ 519-332-3276

Yes! I would like to become a member!
Name:
Address:

City:

Phone:

Email:

Earthways Newsletter vial email? Yes
Please select a Membership Type:

Postal Code:

No
$20 single

$25 family

$100 corporate

Optional Donation: see our website for donation categories www.lambtonwildlife.com
Mail to: Lambton Wildlife Inc. PO Box 681 ∙ Sarnia, ON ∙ N7T 7J7
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